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INITIAL SUBMISSION OF RECALL HOLDINGS LIMITED 

This submission is made on behalf of Recall Holdings Limited in response to the CMA’s 
letter of 14 January 2016 and covers the points set out in Annex B thereof. 

I.  Executive Summary 

1.  This Initial Submission sets out the views of Recall Holdings Limited (“Recall”) on its 
anticipated acquisition by Iron Mountain Incorporated (“Iron Mountain” or “IM”, 
together the “Parties”) (the “Transaction”). 

2.  Recall believes that the Phase I investigation lost sight of the true market situation by 
erroneously focusing on a putative “national” market for so- called “national” customers 
based on an artificial distinction of whether or not customers require records and 
information management services (“RIMS”) in more than one of the multiple regions into 
which the Office of National Statistics (“ONS”) has divided the United Kingdom. In 
reality, the markets in which Recall competes are the markets for RIMS in the 
(approximately) 50- mile catchment areas around each of its facilities [ ]. If there is a 
“national” market, which Recall does not consider to be the case, Recall does not compete 
in such a market, and the Transaction cannot have any negative impact on such a market. 

3.  RIMS are homogenous services and the RIMS business is a commodity business. In the 
local markets in which Recall competes it faces competition from numerous competitors, 
including larger competitors such as Iron Mountain, Restore / Wincanton, Crown, EDM, 
PHS Group, TNT Business Solutions and others, but also numerous smaller local 
competitors, all of whom constrain Recall’s market decisions. These competitors are not 
capacity constrained, as the RIMS business is basic, and they can easily expand capacity 
at minimal cost. As there are essentially no entry barriers, potential entrants also constrain 
market decisions as they can easily and profitably enter any of the local markets if prices 
were to rise or the quality of existing services were to fall. Customers also exercise 
significant buying power in their selection of suppliers and negotiation of service 
contracts. 

4.  Given the local nature of the RIMS market, the large number of competitors, the ease of 
entry and expansion, and the bargaining power of customers, the merger will not lead to 
higher prices, lower quality, slower retrieval times or less availability of RIMS services. 
On the contrary, operating synergies and costs savings that will arise after the merger is 
completed will necessarily result in substantial customer benefits, especially in the 
context of such a competitive market. 

II.  Recall 

5.  Headquartered in the Atlanta area and set up by the Australian commercial and 
professional services group, Brambles Limited, Recall is a provider of information 
management services with corporate offices in São Paulo, London, Kuala Lumpur and 
Sydney. 
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6.  Following its December 2013 demerger from the Brambles group, Recall is a publicly 
owned company whose shares are traded on the Australian Stock Exchange (“ASX”). 

7.  Recall supports approximately 80,000 customer accounts in 25 countries. With more than 
300 dedicated facilities, Recall serves customers ranging from small businesses to large 
multinational corporations. 

8.  In the financial year ended 30 June 2015, Recall achieved worldwide turnover of 
US$ 831 million (approximately £526 million). Its EEA- wide turnover was US$ [ ] 
million (approximately £[ ] million), of which US$ [ ] million (approximately £[ ] 
million) was generated in the UK. 1 

9.  The following chart provides information on Recall’s corporate structure in Europe, 
including the corporate structure in the United Kingdom (“UK”): 

Figure 2 – Organisation of Recall’s corporate structure in Europe [ ] 

10.  The following table provides a chronology of significant events in Recall’s business in 
the UK in the last five years: 

Table 1 – Significant events in the UK in the last five years 

[ ] [ ] 

February 
2011 

Recall Heywood officially opened to support the business in the North 
West of England. 

December 
2013 

Recall acquired Ibex Information Management in Preston, a business 
providing physical storage for customers in the North West of England. 

November 
2014 

Recall acquired the assets of The Clear Group, a business providing 
scanning services to the public sector and physical storage to a local NHS 
Trust. 

June 2015 Recall acquired Preferred Media, a business providing media storage 
services globally. 

July 2015 Recall acquired C21, a business providing data storage solutions in 
Scotland out of four sites in Aberdeen and Dundee. 

III. The Transaction 

11. In April 2015, Recall agreed to the key commercial terms of the Transaction under which 
IM will acquire all of Recall’s shares. This decision was reached by the Recall Board of 

1 The foregoing figures include the revenues of C21, a small RIMS business in Scotland that serves 
primarily customers in the oil and gas industry, which Recall acquired in August 2015 after the end of 
the financial year. 
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Directors after a thoughtful evaluation which determined that this Transaction would be 
in the best interests of the company, its shareholders and customers. 

12.  Recall had rejected a previous bid from IM in mid- December 2014, as it undervalued 
Recall. In April 2015, Iron Mountain approached the company with an unsolicited, 
revised offer. This time the proposal offered significant value for Recall shareholders 
through an appropriate premium above its trading share price and favourable commercial 
terms. Believing that this Transaction would be in the best interest of its shareholders, the 
Board accepted the proposal. 

13.  On 8 June 2015, the Parties entered into a binding Scheme Implementation Deed (SID) 
for IM to acquire Recall by way of a court approved Scheme of Arrangement in Australia. 
Upon completion of the Transaction, IM will hold all of the ordinary shares of Recall, and 
Recall’s existing shareholders will own approximately 21% of IM’s share capital. 

14.  The Transaction terms represent attractive value for Recall shareholders who will own up 
to approximately 21% of the combined entity and will share in the significant strategic 
and financial benefits of the Transaction. 

15.  The following chart provides information on the financial synergies of the Transaction: 

Figure 3 – Financial synergies of the Transaction [ ] 

16.  The Transaction will allow the Parties to achieve operating synergies and savings from 
the reduction of duplicative selling, real estate, and other costs in more developed markets 
like the UK. The above figure shows that the majority of synergies will be achieved in the 
first three years after completion of the Transaction. 

IV. The Relevant Markets 

a) Product market 

17.  Recall considers that the relevant product market is that for the provision of records and 
information management services (RIMS). In IME/Hays (2003),2 the OFT concluded that 
this business may be divided into three general segments, consisting of records 
management services (RMS), offsite data protection services (OSDP) and ancillary 
services. RMS services involve the collection/transportation, storage, archiving, and 
retrieval of paper documents and other physical records (e.g. microfilm/microfiche). 
OSDP services involve the collection and storage of electronic data at secure locations 
away from customer premises, through either the physical transfer of magnetic media 
(tapes, hard drives and optical disks) (“physical OSDP”) or the electronic transfer of 
digital files via networked or “cloud- based” services (“electronic OSDP”). Ancillary 
services include scanning, file indexing, the sale of storage materials (e.g. cardboard 
boxes and magnetic media), and consultancy services. 

18.  Recall considers that the relevant product market encompasses all of these services. In 
IME/Hays, the OFT suggested a convergence of different types of RIMS, where the 
agency noted that RMS and physical OSDP may be substitutes for each other. In Recall’s 

2 OFT, Proposed acquisition by Iron Mountain Europe of assets of Hays Plc (30 June 2003) (“IME/Hays”). 
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view, those findings have been reinforced by the development of the RIMS business over 
the past 10 to 15 years. While there will always be some documents that need to be stored 
in paper form for legal or regulatory reasons, Recall perceives that a growing number of 
customers are adopting electronic records for all other kinds of documents and believes 
that this trend will gain momentum going forward. According to the SLC Decision (para. 
34), a majority of customers indicated that they would not substitute between storing 
records on paper and electronically. However, Recall understands that only a small 
number of customers responded to the CMA’s market investigation. Recall believes that, 
if a larger number representing a proper cross- section of customers had responded, the 
findings could well be different. 

19.  The SLC Decision (para. 36) suggests that supply- side considerations also do not support 
a finding of an overall RIMS market, given that the physical conditions required for 
storing physical paper records and electronic media differ and given that not all suppliers 
are active in both RIMS and ODPS, resulting to some extent in different supplier sets and 
competitive conditions. However, Recall understands that many suppliers of RIMS 
supply both RMS and OSDP services and can readily adjust their service mix if 
competitive conditions warrant. That is also the case for Recall, even though OSDP 
services currently account for [ ] of Recall’s UK turnover. As explained in the Merger 
Notice and the response to the Issues Letter, OSDP requires some storage equipment and 
measures that are not typically used for RMS. However, these equipment / measures are 
readily available and can easily be installed at minimal cost. In particular, a RIMS 
supplier can readily construct a separate room inside an RMS warehouse for the storage 
of magnetic media (with fireproof walls, a gas- based fire suppression system, air 
conditioning and a power generator) in approximately six months and at a cost of around 
[ ].3 Aside from these equipment / measures, the same assets and personnel are used to 
provide both RMS and OSDP. For these reasons, and in line with paragraph 5.2.17 of the 
CMA’s Merger Assessment Guidelines, Recall considers the economic product market to 
be all RIMS. 

20.  The SLC Decision (paras. 48, 50) adopted the provisional view that RIMS services to the 
oil and gas sector are a separate product market, based on customer responses to the 
market investigation indicating that customers have distinct and specific requirements 
when choosing a RIMS supplier. As noted in the Decision (para. 49) and as pointed out in 
the Merger Notice (para. 13.22), however, whilst some RIMS suppliers (including Iron 
Mountain) have special facilities for oil and gas customers, others (including Recall) do 
not, and in any event if it were necessary to add such facilities that could be done 
relatively easily. 

21.  Recall does not consider that there is a separate market for RIMS supplied to oil and gas 
customers. There are no economically appreciable differences between the supply of 
RIMS for the oil and gas industry and the supply of RIMS in other sectors. In Recall’s 
experience, oil and gas companies do not require any special assets or expertise from 
RIMS suppliers. As Recall understands that the response rate to the CMA’s market 
investigation was extremely low, Recall believes that, if a larger number representing a 
proper cross- section of customers had responded, the provisional finding that such assets 
or expertise are a general requirement of oil and gas customers might well have been 
different. In any event, Recall uses the same kinds of racks, aisle layout, and staff as for 

3 [ ]. 
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other types of material.4 If there is a separate market for RIMS to oil and gas suppliers 
that is distinguished from the general RIMS market based on whether or not customers 
require and suppliers offer such facilities, then Recall is not a competitor in that market. 

b) Geographic market 

22.  In IME/Hays, the OFT found it was appropriate to define catchment areas with a radius of 
45 to 50 miles around RIMS facilities. Recall agrees with that finding. Competition in 
RIMS is essentially local, taking place within each such catchment area, given customers’ 
requirements for rapid records retrieval. Customers generally consider only storage 
facilities that can offer relatively rapid retrieval of deposited records if and as needed. 
Indeed, almost all Recall customer contracts provide for deliveries in as little as 2 to 3 
hours. Evidently, this can only be achieved where delivery distances are low. Recall’s 
current operating data show that 80% of its customers by volume are located on average 
within [ ] miles from the storage facility. The structure of supply varies from region to 
region, as each region has some competitors who are active in some other regions as well 
as a number of smaller competitors who are not active in other regions, all competing for 
the same business. 

23.  Contrary to the CMA’s provisional finding in the SLC Decision (para. 61), Recall does 
not consider that there is a “national” market for RIMS. Recall does not perceive the 
market in that way and does not believe that customers do either. 

24.  According to the SLC Decision (para. 61) “some customers will have requirements for 
RIMS from multiple sites spread across a number of geographically dispersed regions” 
with these “multi- region requirements necessarily vary[ing] across customers and 
involv[ing] as few as two regions or the whole of the UK.” It then describes such 
customers as “national” customers, whether their requirements involve only two regions 
or the whole of the UK. 

25.  That description does not match Recall’s understanding of customer demand for RIMS 
services, which as already noted is inherently local in nature. In Recall’s experience 
customers generally purchase RIMS services according to their local needs at particular 
customer locations taking into account the proximity of suppliers’ facilities to each of 
those customer locations. 

26.  In these circumstances, when does a customer become “national”? Does it depend on how 
a given customer tenders for RIMS services? Is a customer with requirements in, say, two 
regions that prefers a single supplier across those two regions a “national” customer, 
whereas a customer with requirements in those same two regions that does not have such 
a preference is a “local” customer? Although it is obvious that any customer may have a 
“preference” to deal with only one RIMS supplier for all of its locations (whether they are 
located in one region or in several), it will still have to consider how best to meet the local 
needs of each of its locations, whether it has needs in one, three, seven or all regions of 
the UK. 

4 The viewing rooms at some of Recall’s Scottish facilities (which serve oil and gas customers) may be slightly 
better than the viewing rooms at other facilities but that appears to be the only relevant difference between some 
of Recall’s Scottish facilities and its facilities in England that do not service oil and gas customers. 
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27.  Customers have the possibility to, and Recall believes many if not most do in fact, 
multisource the supply of RIMS from different suppliers according to the specific local 
needs of the customer’s respective locations.5 Customers with service requirements in 
multiple locations would always be able to split up their orders if the post- merger firm 
attempted to raise prices unilaterally. Recall therefore submits that the CMA should 
assess the Transaction using frames of reference that are local/regional in scope. 

28.  Moreover, the classification – per the SLC Decision – of a customer as “national” on the 
basis that it has requirements in more than one ONS region appears irrational when one 
considers that a customer who required deliveries in the following pairs of locations 
would be considered national: (i) Central London and St Albans; or (ii) Coventry and 
Leicester; or (iii) Manchester and Leeds; or (iv) Cardiff and Bristol. Such requirements 
are plainly not “national” in scope. If the CMA were to define the geographic market 
based on customer needs in different regions, Recall suggests that a much more realistic 
basis on which to identify customers with genuinely “national” requirements would be to 
look at customers having requirements for deliveries in most of the ONS regions. A 
classification based on needs in multiple regions does not, however, allow for any 
meaningful economic assessment of the Transaction. Demand by customers with 
“national” RIMS requirements could be considered a relevant market distinct from 
demand by other customers only if a hypothetical monopolist would be able profitably to 
raise prices to those “national” customers. For that to occur, those customers would have 
to be willing to pay a higher price to obtain RIMS from a single supplier. The CMA, 
however, has not assessed this issue. 

29.  Further, even if there were a genuine “national” market for serving “national” customers 
(in which case Recall submits that the concept of a “national” customer would need to be 
properly defined based on objective market supply and demand considerations and not 
just on the superficial notion that they have needs in more than one region), it could not 
reasonably be concluded that Recall competes in such a market. 

30.  First, Recall has a relatively limited geographic footprint in the United Kingdom. Recall 
supplies RIMS at ten sites6 in the South East, Midlands and North West of England (lying 
roughly along the M1/M6 corridor from London to Manchester) and the North of 
Scotland (Aberdeen and Dundee). It does not have a presence in the North East or South 
West of England, in Wales or in Northern Ireland. Nor does it have a presence in the 
South of Scotland, which includes the commercial centres of Glasgow and Edinburgh. 

31.  Second, Recall does not organise its business according to the number of regions in which 
it provides services to customers. Indeed, for the purposes of this investigation, Recall has 
analysed its customer base,7 and that analysis shows that the vast majority of its 

5 IM submitted details on customer multi- sourcing in its 3rd December 2015 Response to the Issues Paper dated 
26 November 2015, at pages 4- 5 and Annex 3.4. As discussed at the Issues Meeting on 1 December 2015, at 
least [ ] of Recall’s top 50 customers currently multisource RIMS and at least [ ] of those are believed to use 
three or more RIMS suppliers. In its response of 28 January 2016 to the CMA’s Market Questionnaire dated 22 
January 2016, Recall has provided contact details for 10 customers of each of RMS, OSDP and ancillary 
services that Recall believes may be multi- sourcing. 
6 [ ]. 
7 Recall’s analysis is based on customers whose serviced locations in the month of September 2015 were in at 
least two ONS NUTS1 regions. See Iron Mountain’s response of 20 November 2015 to the CMA’s request for 
additional information dated 17 November 2015. Recall does not consider that there is any meaningful way to 
try to identify a particular category of customers who would be “national” that would validly or reasonably 
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approximately [ ] UK customers, accounting for more than [ ] of its UK revenues, use 
Recall’s services in only one of the 12 regions into which the Office for National 
Statistics (“ONS”) has organised the UK. Customers using Recall’s services in only one 
such region include some of Recall’s [ ] largest customers, including [ ] and [ ]. 

8  9 1032.  [ ]; [ ], [ ]; [ ]. 

33.  To summarise, [ ] receives a different service from Recall’s other clients [ ]. 
Critically, in order to service [ ] demands, a provider taking over the Recall contract 
would not need to have a presence anywhere other than the central part of England. The 
nature of the service provided to [ ] is such that a national network of RIMS facilities is 
simply not required. 

34.  Leaving [ ] out of the equation, in September 2015 Recall had only [ ] customers to 
whom it provided services in more than three ONS NUTS1 (Nomenclature of Territorial 
Units for Statistics) regions (all for RMS), and those [ ] customers accounted for less 
than [ ]% (i.e. less than £[ ]) of Recall’s FY2015 UK turnover.11 In view of these 
considerations, Recall cannot reasonably be considered to compete in any putative market 
for so- called “national” customers. Moreover, leaving the unique [ ] business out of the 
equation, any market share Recall would hold in such a market would likely be de 

12 minimis. 

35.  For these reasons, Recall considers that the only geographic markets on which the 
Transaction should be assessed, or could possibly have any impact, are the local 
catchment areas around each of Recall’s facilities. 

V.  Competition in the Relevant Markets 

a) The main characteristics of the RIMS market 

36.  RIMS is a basic, commodity business with homogeneous services, a large number of 
customers with highly discretionary demand, numerous suppliers with ample capacity 
offering services of similar quality, very low barriers to entry and expansion and 
customers with strong buyer power in their selection of suppliers and negotiation of 
service contracts. 

distinguish them from other customers (who would by counter- definition presumably become “non- national 
customers”). Recall has used the ONS NUTS1 regions as a rough proxy to identify customers with RIMS 
requirements in multiple catchment areas around Recall’s facilities. However, a client in two, three or even more 
ONS NUTS1 regions may well have all of its locations situated within the catchment area around only one of 
Recall’s facilities. 
8 [ ]. 
9 [ ]. 
10 [ ]. 
11 The RMS services in question accounted for about [ ]% of Recall’s FY2015 UK RMS turnover. Recall had 
[ ] revenues from customers operating in [ ] regions. 
12 Even if there were a market for “national” customers, moreover, there are many RIMS suppliers for such 
customers. See IM’s 3rd December 2015 Response to the Issues Paper dated 26 November 2016, pages 7- 8. 
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37.  All RIMS suppliers provide the same basic services. They store documents in non-
specialised facilities with basic security measures that are common to most industrial 
parks. They store documents in each facility on racks using non- specialised equipment 
such as pallets and forklifts. They index and track the documents using basic computer 
systems. They use standard trucks or vans and semi- skilled labour to collect the 
documents from customers and deliver them back to the customers. 

b) The principal characteristics of demand 

38.  Demand for these basic, homogeneous RIMS is widely varied. Customers include 
businesses active across virtually all economic sectors and range in size from small one-
company businesses to medium- sized businesses and large multinational corporate 
groups. However, with the exception of [ ] (as described in paragraph 32 above), the 
service Recall provides to all customers is essentially the same, regardless of the 
customer’s size. Recall believes the same is true for all of the many competitors it faces in 
each of the catchment areas around its respective facilities (see paragraph 44 below). 

39.  Demand for RIMS is highly discretionary, with new customers typically selecting 
suppliers on the basis of relative prices. Customers who do not use formal tenders 
typically request quotes from several vendors and then engage in individual contract 
negotiations with a chosen supplier. Customers procure RIMS with increasing frequency 
through the use of formal tenders (often in two- stage closed bidding processes). 
Customers procuring RIMS through formal tenders may elicit bids for a full complement 
of services, with the customer relying on the bidding dynamic itself as a guarantee that 
the bids received will be competitive. Closed bidding, which means that suppliers 
submitting tenders typically do not know which other suppliers may be participating in 
the tender, is very effective in ensuring the receipt of competitive prices. 

40.  In the past, contracts with customers typically had durations of seven years, but durations 
are now typically three to five years and are moving towards three years, as customers 
seek frequent price reductions in response to industry trends. At one time the costs of 
moving records that had been placed with a RIMS supplier (so- called “perm out” fees) 
may have discouraged customers from switching to a different supplier, but that is no 
longer the case, as it is becoming increasingly common for customers to negotiate down 
perm- out fees or require a new supplier to assume some or all of the costs of moving their 
records to the new supplier’s facilities. Customers may also change RIMS suppliers 
through “soft terminations” by leaving their existing archives with the incumbent supplier 
and placing new records with the new supplier(s). 

41.  Recall believes that many RIMS customers multisource amongst different suppliers. 
Recall believes that is particularly true for customers with substantial volumes of 
material, who procure RIMS services from multiple suppliers in order to ensure that they 
can properly assess the value of their services and receive low prices (see paragraph 27 
above). Of Recall’s top 50 customers, at least [ ] currently multisource RIMS and at 
least [ ] of those are believed to use three or more RIMS suppliers. Such customers 
include large accounts such as [ ] and [ ]. 

42.  New demand for RIMS is relatively constant with substantial growth potential, as 
customers constantly generate new volumes of paper records that may be placed with a 
new RIMS supplier, whether in physical or electronic form, and many potential customers 
still self- provide but may switch to a vended service in the future. At the same time, the 
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vended RIMS business is under increasing price pressure as customers adopt electronic 
means of managing their records. 

43.  Given the ease with which customers can keep and access digital copies in- house, they 
have increasingly stopped outsourcing the management of records that they expect to use 
with any frequency and use vended services more for archival material to which they 
require little or no ongoing access. Retrieved volumes now account for only about [ ] to 
[ ]% of stored volumes and [ ] to [ ]% of service revenues annually. Both the RMS 
and physical OSDP business segments are under pressure from customers’ increasing use 
of cloud- based solutions. Even where customers may not yet have switched to such 
solutions, the threat that they may decide to do so makes the cloud- based solutions an 
immediate constraint on both physical OSDP and RMS. 

c) Competitors and the principal characteristics of supply 

44.  On the supply side, there are numerous credible vendors in each of Recall’s catchment 
areas. 13 The following table shows the post- merger number of rivals in each of those 
catchment areas:14 

Table 2 – Post-merger structure of supply in Recall catchment areas 

Catchment Area Competitors 

Midlands (Greater Birmingham): 
Midpoint Park Trading Estate 
Northampton 
Rugby

27 
25 
29 

Greater London: 
Fitzrovia 
Hoddesdon 
Kidbrooke 
Stockwell 

76 
70 
76 
76 

North West England (Greater Manchester): 
Heywood 
Warrington 

31 
30 

North East of Scotland: 
Aberdeen/Dundee 22 

Source: Public directories and market intelligence 

45.  These rivals include, among others, Crown / Pickfords, which is one of the world’s 
largest RIMS suppliers, Restore / Wincanton, which Recall believes to be the second-
largest player in the RIMS space in the UK, and PHS Group, as well as TNT Business 
Solutions, which is part of the global TNT delivery network, and Box- It, which operates a 
system capable of expanding rapidly through the establishment of new franchises. Recall 
believes that all of the rivals included in the numbers in Table 2 offer the full range of 
RMS, OSDP and ancillary RIMS services. In addition to the above rivals, there are 
roughly 170 other firms that offer RIMS, have been shown capable of winning business 

13 [ ]. 
14 The numbers in the table treat Restore and Wincanton as one competitor in view of the completion of 
Restore’s acquisition of Wincanton. 
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from the Parties and can readily expand. The Parties have already provided full details on 
many of these competitors in the Merger Notice and subsequent responses to CMA 
requests for information. The smallest number of credible suppliers in any of the 
catchment areas around Recall’s facilities is 22 (in the areas around the Aberdeen and 
Dundee facilities). There are 70 or more competitors in each of the catchment areas in the 
Greater London area, more than 20 competitors in each of the catchment areas in the 
Midlands and Scotland, and 30 or more competitors in the catchment areas in North West 
England. As RIMS suppliers have little or no appreciable means of distinguishing their 
services, the existence of these large numbers of suppliers should more than suffice to 
remove any concerns about the competitive impact of this Transaction.15 

46.  The intense competition in the provision of RIMS in Recall’s catchment areas is reflected 
in the strong downward price pressure experienced in the RIMS business in recent years, 
which has resulted in the price per cubic foot steadily declining. Several large RIMS 
suppliers that have grown substantially in recent years, in particular Crown and Restore / 
Wincanton, have been particularly aggressive in driving prices down in the many 
local/regional markets in which they are active. As shown in its strategy documents, 
Recall’s average prices per cubic foot across all of its catchment areas [ ]. 

47.  Given the competitive pressure exercised in the local RIMS markets in which Recall 
competes, RIMS vendors cannot afford to raise prices or lower the quality of services 
they provide. 

d) Very low barriers to market entry/expansion/exit 

48.  Contrary to the SLC Decision (paras. 143 to 149), and as confirmed by a number of 
competitors, the RIMS market is characterised by very low barriers to entry and 
expansion. 

49.  As set out in paragraph 37, above, RIMS services are provided in non- specialised 
warehouses and other facilities that are widely available for purchase or lease. For 
instance, equipping a facility at a viable scale outside Greater London, where competition 
is exceptionally intense, requires a minimum capital of approximately £[ ]. RIMS 
suppliers typically equip their facilities with racking only if and as contracts are awarded 
and new capacity is needed. A supplier entering a new local market or expanding its 
capacity at an existing facility can also minimise its up- front costs by equipping its 
facility with racking only if or as needed. Racks can thus be added to raw warehouse 
space in a few months and at very little cost. In addition, trucks and vans for 
transportation are readily available on short- term lease, and third- party delivery services 
are readily available. The requisite semi- skilled labour force is also readily available, and 
the ease with which records are moved around makes it very easy for suppliers to work 
around any localised short- term capacity limits. 

50.  Moreover, the RMS part of the business offers many opportunities for new and expanding 
suppliers. Approximately two- thirds of all physical records in the United Kingdom are 
“unvended”, i.e., currently held by potential customers on their own premises. In addition, 
contrary to the finding in the SLC Decision (para. 146), Recall does not consider that so-
called “perm- out fees” limit the customer’s switching possibility nor the entry or 
expansion of rivals. Challengers increasingly incentivise customers to move existing 

15 See OFT 1254/CC2 (Revised), Merger assessment guidelines (Sept. 2010), paragraph 5.3.5. 
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archives by paying “perm- out” fees. In addition, some customers such as [ ] are 
increasingly exercising their buying power to eliminate perm- out fees from their RMS 
contracts. Some customers are also ready to pay perm- out fees to switch vendors, in 
particular when they are not satisfied with the services provided. 

51.  As regards OSDP services, they are provided in facilities that are part of the RMS 
facilities and are very similar to those used for the provision of RMS. OSDP vaults can be 
placed inside an RMS warehouse in roughly six months, at a cost (depending on the size 
and specifications of the vault), of only about £[ ].16 Most RMS providers advertise the 
supply of OSDP and can readily begin to supply OSDP services if they do not already do 
so. In addition, OSDP providers typically do not charge any “perm- out” fees for 
customers’ withdrawal of electronic records. 

52.  RIMS services are provided by a wide variety of companies. Regardless of their size, all 
operators provide similar storage and ancillary services. The same personnel, equipment, 
and facilities are used to transport, manage and store records for any type of customer in 
any kind of industry. 

53.  Moreover, as set out in the Merger Notice (para. 26.2), competitors can (and frequently 
do) expand into the provision of RIMS from adjacent services, which can provide the 
customer relationships, reputation, and income stream to support the launch of new 
services. Thus, for example, RIMS are now provided in the UK by companies that 
expanded into the field from removals and logistics businesses (e.g. Crown), facilities 
management companies (e.g. PHS), business process providers (e.g. Capita), freight and 
moving companies (e.g. TNT), general storage companies (e.g. Lok’nStore/Saracen) and, 
on an increasing basis, technology and software companies (e.g. HP, IBM, Ricoh, and 
Xerox). 

54.  The existence of such low barriers to entry and expansion confirms that the RIMS 
markets will continue to be very fragmented and competitive post- Transaciton. The ease 
of entry and expansion will constrain the merged entity’s ability to raise prices or reduce 
output post- merger, as new entry or further expansion by competitors would defeat any 
such attempt to do so. 

55.  All of these same factors would also apply if there were to be a “national” market for the 
supply of RIMS to “national customers”, which Recall does not consider to be the case. 

56.  Recall considers that, given the extremely low barriers to entry and expansion and the 
other factors set out above, entry by new competitors and expansion by existing 
competitors is likely to occur very frequently. Given the fragmented and regional nature 
of supply, such entry and expansion are likely to escape notice of all but the pool of 
prospective customers of the supplier entering the market or expanding capacity. Recall is 
not aware of any expected exits in the next three years. 

e) Strong countervailing buyer power 

57.  As explained in the Merger Notice (para. 28), buyers of RIMS exercise significant power 
in their selection of providers and negotiation of service contracts for many different 
reasons. Customers themselves manage and store records in- house, and if prices are not 
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competitive enough they can simply perform this function themselves. That becomes 
increasingly attractive with the rise of electronic communications and documentation 
which require little space to store. As RIMS are a commodity service, customers have 
significant leverage by virtue of the many competitive choices available to them. 
Customers can also exercise power through their ability to switch RIMS suppliers readily 
either by “soft termination” (i.e. leaving legacy files with an incumbent supplier but 
sending current records to a new supplier) or by requiring a competing supplier to assume 
the “perm- out” fees and other costs of transferring the customer’s archive. 

58.  Given these factors, Recall considers that the Transaction will not adversely change or 
affect buyer power in any of the RIMS markets around Recall’s facilities. There is no 
realistic prospect that the merged entity might be able to increase prices or reduce the 
quality of their services post- merger. If the merged entity attempted to do so, customers 
would readily detect the attempt and simply take their business elsewhere. 

59.  That is all the more the case if there were to be a “national” market for RIMS, which 
Recall does not consider to be the case. If there were to be such a market, Recall 
understands the hypothesis of the SLC Decision (para. 61) to be that customers in such a 
market would be relatively large. Such larger customers are able to adopt a variety of 
measures, including multi- sourcing, the use of procurement professionals and formal 
tender processes, to ensure they obtain very competitive offers from suppliers. 

VI. Recall’s Strategy in the Relevant Markets 

60.  Recall’s views herein focus on the relevant market in which it competes, i.e., the market 
for RIMS in each of the catchment areas where Recall is active. Recall would also refer 
the CMA to the extensive strategy documents that it has submitted to the CMA under 
separate cover. Recall does not have a strategy focused on what the CMA has called 
“national” customers. Recall’s strategy focuses on [ ].17 Recall’s strategy is also to [ ], 
while at the same time expanding the [ ].18 

61.  [ ].19 [ ]. 

VII. The Competitive Effects of the Transaction 

a)  The Transaction will not negatively impact competition in the local markets in which 
Recall competes. 

62.  As stated above, Recall considers that competition across the commodity RIMS business 
is robust, that there are numerous credible suppliers, that customers benefit from 
significant buying power, and that entry and expansion by rivals is very easy. In 
particular, Recall would stress that the large number of credible suppliers in the 
catchment areas around Recall’s facilities and the threat of entry and expansion will deter 
any attempt to raise prices or reduce quality or any other measure of output to non-
competitive levels post- Transaction. 

17 [ ]. 
18 [ ]. 
19 [ ]. 
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b) Recall and IM are no “closer” to each other than to other competitors in terms of 
service provision. 

63.  According to the SLC Decision (para. 97), the CMA’s market investigation would also 
have revealed that the majority of so- called “national customers” responding to the 
market investigation (three out of five?) considered Recall and IM to be competing 
closely in terms of service provision (retrieval times, quality and security of facilities). 
Such an assertion is hardly surprising given the commodity, homogeneous nature of 
RIMS. But such an assertion does not mean that Recall is somehow a closer competitor to 
IM than it is to other RIMS service providers. 

64.  The Parties submitted data on contract terminations clearly demonstrating an absence of 
any particularly “close” competition between them. As discussed in the 1 December 2015 
Issues Meeting, the data on Recall’s contract terminations shows that, of the [ ] top 
costumers lost by Recall in fiscal year 2015 (which accounted for [ ]% of the annualised 
value of all of Recall’s lost business that year), [ ] moved their business from Recall to 
solutions other than IM, and that [ ]. In the face of this compelling evidence alone, 
Recall submits that it cannot reasonably be concluded that Recall and IM are particularly 
close competitors in terms of service provision. They are no “closer” to each other in this 
regard than they are to all other competitors in this commodity market for a homogenous 
product. 

65.  The SLC Decision (para. 98) placed great emphasis in this regard on certain references in 
IM’s internal documents. Recall will leave it to IM to address that emphasis, but would 
note that Recall’s own internal strategy documents demonstrate that Recall is not a 
uniquely “close” competitor to IM in terms of service provision.20 

c) Other competitors are “closer” to IM in terms of “national” scale. 

66.  The SLC Decision (paras. 95- 96), while recognising that Recall’s “national” scale is not 
as significant as IM’s, suggests that IM and Recall are “close” competitors by virtue of 
the geographic scale of their networks and capacity, on the curious ground that Recall 
would have the scope and scale to provide a national offering comparable to IM’s. With 
respect, however, the aggregation of Recall’s local catchment areas geographically does 
not even begin to approach that of IM’s. 

67.  In addition, at least six other RIMS suppliers (Box- It, Crown / Pickfords, Deepstore, Hill 
Co, PHS/Safe Records and Restore / Wincanton) supply both RMS and OSDP in all of 
the regions served by Recall, and a seventh competitor, EDM, supplies RMS across those 
same regions. If geographic scope were a valid measure of closeness of competition, 
therefore, those seven competitors would have to be considered at least equally as close 
competitors to IM. 

68.  In any event, the obviously incorrect comparison of Recall’s geographic footprint with 
that of IM’s is entirely irrelevant to the issue of the impact of the Transaction on 

20 [ ]. 
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competition in the local catchment areas around Recall’s facilities, which are the markets 
in which Recall competes.21 

d) The Parties are constrained by local competitors. 

69.  Given the large number of credible suppliers in each of those catchment areas and the 
ease of market entry and expansion, the Transaction cannot significantly lessen 
competition in these markets and cannot result in any meaningful increase in market 
power for the merged entity. 

70.  It is important to note in this regard that the provisional assessment in the SLC Decision 
(para. 140) of market shares in the catchment areas in which Recall competes is flawed on 
its face, as it fails to include the many credible local suppliers in the share calculation. 
The stated reason is that the CMA did not receive sufficient evidence that all of these 
suppliers would offer a sufficiently similar service proposition to the Parties and their 
large rivals so as to be able to impose a credible constraint. However, that very statement 
suggests that the CMA did have evidence that at least some of those suppliers do offer a 
similar service provision and would impose a credible constraint, yet those local suppliers 
were apparently also excluded. 

71.  Moreover, even if some customers in the local areas may have a preference for the larger 
suppliers as stated in the SLC Decision (para. 140), local suppliers impose a very real and 
credible constraint on Recall’s market decisions. Without properly taking those smaller 
competitors into account, any attempt to assess market power based on share of sites or 
share of capacity would have to be substantially flawed, inaccurate and meaningless. 

72.  It should also be noted that market shares do not provide a reliable or meaningful basis 
for assessing the competitive positions of RIMS suppliers.22 Contrary to the assertion in 
the SLC Decision (para. 88), existing shares of supply by revenue (which largely reflect 
business won in the past) are not indicative of market power in the RIMS market, because 
all active suppliers are equally well placed to win new business in light of low barriers to 
expansion and the homogeneous nature of the services in question. Also, contrary to the 
assertion in the SLC Decision (para. 89), shares of sites are not indicative of competitive 
strength for essentially the same reason. 

e) There are no capacity constraints in this market. 

21 In spite of these facts, the SLC Decision (para. 97) says the CMA’s market test revealed that the majority of 
so- called “national customers” responding to the market investigation (again 3 out of 5?) considered Recall and 
Iron Mountain to be competing closely in terms of the geographic scale of their networks and capacity. 
However, such a finding does not seem surprising given the small number of customers who responded to the 
market investigation and the vague and somewhat misleading concept of “national customers” employed in the 
Decision, which encompasses customers with requirements in as few as two or three regions. It is highly 
possible, for example, that a responding customer might happen to have facilities in, say, two of the regions in 
which both IM and Recall are both active (alongside numerous others). If asked whether Recall and IM are close 
competitors because of their geographic scope in such a context, such respondents might well reply positively 
based on the simple observation that both are present in the regions in which the customer has RIMS needs. 
However, that does not mean that Recall and IM are closer competitors to each other than they are to other 
RIMS providers under any metric important for analysing the competitive impact of the Transaction. In any 
event, such a finding is meaningless given the actual nature of competition in the RIMS market, which is local 
in nature for the reasons already set out above. 
22 This point was discussed in the Issues Meeting on 1 December 2015 and reiterated in IM’s 3 December 2015 
response to the Issues Paper dated 26 November 2015 (pages 9- 10). 
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73.  Given the ease with which competitors can expand capacity when needed, there are no 
capacity constraints on the ability of competitors to win business from the merged entity 
if the latter were to attempt to raise prices or reduce service quality. 

74.  The SLC Decision (para. 110(a)) curiously ignores these facts in stating that the CMA 
estimates that the spare capacity of all “large rivals” accounts for only 11% of the total 
boxes stored by Iron Mountain and Recall. That estimate is of questionable value, as the 
SLC Decision (footnote 28) says it is measured based on “racked capacity” (how much 
can be stored on the shelves currently on site) instead of capacity (how much a site could 
hold if it were entirely shelved). 

75.  That questionable estimate, moreover, lead to the provisional CMA conclusion that only a 
limited number of customers of the merged entity could switch to these competitors in the 
event of a price increase. However, RIMS suppliers (including Recall itself) typically 
equip their facilities with racking only if and as contracts are awarded and new capacity is 
needed. The SLC Decision’s conclusion ignores the ease with which those competitors 
could increase capacity in response to a price increase. It also ignores the spare capacity 
of all of the local suppliers as well as the ease with which they could increase capacity 
and the ease with which new local suppliers could enter. The market reality is that there 
are simply no meaningful capacity constraints in this industry. 

f) Recall does not compete in any putative market for “national” customers of RIMS. 

76.  Recall’s foregoing comments focus on competition in the RIMS markets in which it 
competes, i.e., the catchment areas around each of its facilities. For the reasons already 
set out in paragraphs 22 to 35 above, Recall does not consider that there is a “national” 
market for RIMS and, even if a genuine “national” market for serving so- called 
“national” customers were to be considered, it could not reasonably be concluded that 
Recall competes in such a market, and even if it were a competitor on that market, leaving 
the unique [ ] business out of the equation it has only a marginal, or de minimis, 
presence. 

77.  That conclusion applies whether the relevant product market is defined as RIMS or 
whether separate markets are found for each of RMS and OSDP. For the reasons set out 
in paragraphs 17 to 21 above, Recall does not consider that a separate market exists for 
OSDP services, which are instead part of the market for RIMS. In any event, if OSDP 
were considered to be a separate relevant product market, the impact of the Transaction 
would need to be properly assessed in local markets for that service – not in a “national” 
market. Based on the analysis for the purpose of this investigation referenced in 
paragraph 31 above, Recall estimates that only [ ] of its roughly [ ] customers in the 
UK purchased OSDP services from Recall in more than one ONS region in FY 2015, and 
those [ ] customers accounted in total for revenues of only £[ ] (less than [ ]% of 
Recall’s total UK turnover and less than [ ]% of its total UK OSDP turnover). Of those 
[ ] customers, only [ ] purchased OSDP services in more than two regions (in London, 
East of England and South East of England (all of which are neighbouring regions), and 
[ ] accounted for revenues of only £[ ]. 

78.  Properly assessed in the local markets consisting of the catchment areas around Recall’s 
facilities and taking into account the competitive constraints from local suppliers and the 
ease of entry and expansion, it is difficult to imagine that the Transaction will add a 
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significant increment to IM’s position in those local markets if OSDP were considered to 
be a separate relevant product market. 

g)	 Recall does not compete in a separate product market for the supply of RIMS to oil 

and gas customers in Aberdeen/Dundee using specialised equipment. 

79.	 For the reasons set out in paragraphs 20 and 21, Recall does not consider that a separate 
local market exists for the supply of RIMS to oil and gas customers in Aberdeen/Dundee. 
In Recall’s view oil and gas customers in Aberdeen/Dundee are part of the broader RIMS 
market in that area. Recall uses the same kinds of racks, aisle layout, inspection rooms 
and staff as for other types of material. 

80.	 If there is a separate market for RIMS to oil and gas suppliers that is distinguished from 
the general RIMS market based on whether or not customers require and suppliers offer 
such facilities, then Recall is not a competitor in that market, and the Transaction cannot 
have a negative impact on it. 

h)	 The Transaction will benefit customers. 

81.	 In sum, Recall considers that given the inherently local nature of the RIMS market, the 
large number of competitors in each of the catchment areas around Recall’s facilities, the 
ease of entry and expansion, and the buying power of customers, the Transaction will not 
lead to higher prices, lower quality, slower retrieval times or less availability of RIMS 
services. For these reasons and all the reasons stated above, Recall believes that the 
Transaction will not significantly lessen competition in any relevant economic market in 
the United Kingdom. 

82.	 On the contrary, operating synergies and cost savings that will arise after the Transaction 
is completed23 will necessarily result in substantial customer benefits, especially in the 
context of such a competitive market. 

* *
 

*
 

23 See paragraph 16 above, the materials supplied in Annex 9.1 of the Merger Notice and Recall’s submission of 
3 February 2016. 
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